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A few definitions before we start


Rural grocery stores – independently owned and operated,
located within areas with population <20,000



Food hub – entity that “actively manages the aggregation,
distribution, and/or marketing of source-identified food
products from local and regional producers to strengthen
their ability to satisfy wholesale, retail, and institutional
demand” -USDA
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The problems we seek to address
For Rural Growers

For Rural Grocery Stores

• Small to mid-size growers in rural
communities face challenges
getting their products to market

• Many are going out of business due
to:

• Food hubs, designed to improve
market access, are often unviable
in rural communities

• shrinking rural populations
• competition from discount stores
• meeting distributor minimums

• large distances between
growers and buyers resulting
in prohibitive distribution
costs

• lack of financing for store
improvement

• challenges securing
necessary volume of supply
and demand

• decreased community support

• high operating costs

• Impact of store closures is loss of jobs,
local spending, healthy food access,
community center
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Our solution hypothesis
By embedding food hubs into rural grocery stores, we could:
(1)

create a new revenue stream for the grocery store,
contributing to its financial sustainability

(2)

provide a new sales and distribution channel for local
growers and food producers, without incurring the high
upfront investment costs of a standalone food hub
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Project approach and status

Store
Recruitment

Store
Capacity
Analysis

Regional
Agricultural
Landscape
Analysis

Store-Based
Food Hub
Modeling

Public Toolkit
& Widget
Development
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Store-based food hub model
Design
• Maximum cases using existing dry
and cold storage capacity
• Adjust throughput by growing season
• Project steady state revenue and cash
flow

Assumptions
• Product mix aligned with cold, dry
storage capacity - produce, eggs,
finished goods
• Turnaround ≤24 hours
• Season: 8 weeks peak + 6 weeks tails
+ off season

Services
• Buy/sell
• Inbound/outbound distribution
w/existing vehicle
• Wash/pack using existing facility
• Receiving and storage does not
disrupt store operation

Next Steps
• Confirm supplier/buyer volume and
pricing levels to match input/output
requirements
• Develop more robust pro forma P&L
to aid in decision-making
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Case studies: 4 stores, 3 states
Store 1 – 9,000 ft2
Capacity:
Dry: 150 ft2
Cold: 300 ft2
Sales: 8,000 cases
Revenue: $188,000
Profit: $12,000

Store 3 – 54,000 ft2
Capacity:
Dry: 1,000 ft2
Cold: 1,200 ft2
Sales: 45,000 cases
Revenue: $1,100,000
Profit: $120,000

Store 2 – 6,500 ft2
Capacity:
Dry: 150 ft2
Cold: 150 ft2
Sales: 5,000 cases
Revenue: $113,000
Profit: $4,000

Store 4 – 7,400 ft2
Capacity:
Dry: 300 ft2
Cold: 200 ft2
Sales: 9,000 cases
Revenue: $180,000
Profit: $11,000
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Widget demo
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Results
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Discussion


What impact could you envision this model having on growers
and grocery stores in your community?



What challenges do you anticipate?



What additional feedback or ideas do you have?



How might we engage grocery store owners in testing out the
Rural Grocery Food Hub Self-Assessment widget beta?
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Stay engaged

Contact us to receive a link to the
Rural Grocery Food Hub Self-Assessment

widget and toolkit!
Kathy Nyquist
knyquist@newventureadvisors.net
(773) 245-3570
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